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of eternity the curse series
1 (Read Only)
a cursed vampire a coven hellbent on revenge and a human
girl caught in the middle after pulling the plug on her
mother s life support seventeen year old chloe madison is
forced to live with relatives she hardly knows in a town
that s barely more than a pinpoint on the map she s
determined to get the heck out of there as soon as possible
until she meets the enigmatic new guy at school trent
halstead something intriguing hides beneath his quiet self
assurance and hero hair but he s keeping a secret and now
chloe can t leave until she knows what he s hiding when a
rash of unsolved murders leaves two of chloe s classmates
dead she begins to see disturbing hallucinations that
concern trent not only does he appear to be a murderous
vampire but a coven of vengeful witches have burdened his
family with an eternal curse no halstead will ever know
love desperate to find a way to break the curse trent knows
his salvation will come at a cost chloe s destruction and
that s a price neither of them are willing to pay but when
one of trent s old enemy s attacks chloe she must decide if
her love for trent is strong enough to withstand the danger
only one thing is certain if they can t find a way to be
together they will be destined to be alone forever after
pulling the plug on her mother s life support seventeen
year old chloe madison moves to live with relatives she
hardly knows her new hometown in the adirondack
mountains is barely more than a pinpoint on the map but it
s shrouded in deadly secrets and strange family legends
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chloe is determined to keep her head down finish high
school and get the heck out of there until she meets the
enigmatic trent halstead something intriguing hides
beneath his quiet self assurance and hero hair maybe there
s something or someone worth sticking around for after all
but when a rash of unsolved murders leaves two of chloe s
classmates dead she begins to suffer from disturbing
hallucinations that build to the horrifying image of trent as
a murderous vampire with nowhere else to go she s stuck
in a town she hates surrounded by people she can t trust
and she s pretty sure she s going to be lunch if all that isn t
bad enough trent is hiding a lethal secret besides the
whole immortal bloodsucker thing he s the not so proud
owner of an ancient family curse no halstead will ever
know true love and he s desperate to find a way to break
the curse could chloe be the key to his happiness or just
another secret trent wished he never unlocked the cursed
series is perfect for fans of the crave series by tracy wolff
the twilight saga by stephenie meyer and the vampire
diaries by lj smith the most dangerous lies are the ones we
tell ourselves exiled at a boarding school in vermont lana is
tormented by cryptic messages and pictures from her
mother s past seventeen years ago something unspeakable
happened a pact of silence was forged now the lies are
unraveling the closer lana gets to the truth the harder it is
to accept and someone s willing to kill to keep that secret
buried to protect her friends lana s forced to trust the one
person who s been lying since the beginning when the
secret is finally revealed it can t be unknown they re forced
to face the horrifying truth the monster behind it all every
curse has an origin this is theirs the conclusion of the
cursed series is a powerful and complicated story that
bravely gives voice to the choices that are taken away and
the fight to get them back who s to blame when everyone is
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at fault heartache revenge love ingredients for the perfect
curse will king titanite pass the first test of his family s
torment on the night king titanite s twins are born he must
make a choice send one daughter away from the palace or
risk losing everything including his twins empathize with
peridot a shy kind hearted princess longing for her father s
love become empowered by ruby a fiery self driven
princess determined to always be victorious a three
thousand year old curse binds those twin princesses to
their family s past and future a curse driven by pain
revenge and love titanite believes his queen knows nothing
of the curse that split the land of carnelian in two and also
burdened his family however with the help of a mysterious
being the queen has her own motives for their daughter
who remains in the palace enjoy the journey towards the
curse driven battle between the princesses as they learn to
harness their hidden royal powers from unexpected
companions read the beginning of this young adult fantasy
series to find out which sapphire princess will become the
next heir to the throne and help trigger the carnelian curse
rachel morgan must keep her friends close and her
enemies closer in the next hollows novel from 1 new york
times bestselling author kim harrison rachel morgan witch
born demon has one unspoken rule take chances but pay
for them yourself with it she has turned enemies into allies
found her place with her demon kin and stepped up as the
subrosa of cincinnati responsible for keeping the
paranormal community at peace and in line life is good
even better her best friend ivy tamwood is returning home
nothing s simple though and ivy s not coming alone the
vampires ruling council insists she escort one of the long
undead hell bent on proving that rachel killed cincy s
master vampire to take over the city which of course rachel
totally did not do she only transformed her a little with
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rachel s friends distracted by their own lives and problems
she reaches out to a new ally for help the demon hodin but
this trickster has his own agenda in the end the only way
for rachel to save herself and the city may be to forge a
new understanding with her estranged demon teacher al
there s just one problem al would sell his own soul to be rid
of her every curse has an origin this is theirs during a
holiday weekend on nantucket damon thorne died the
details surrounding his death have been kept a secret until
now the truth of what happened that weekend will be
uncovered by his children on that same fateful weekend
seventeen years later and not everyone will live to talk
about it like father like daughter set in the world of the
breedline a secret species of humans born with the power
to shape shift into wolves the curse tells the story of a
young boy joseph who grieving over his mother s death at
the hands of his abusive father finds his world turned
upside down while his father awaits sentencing joseph is
placed into the system going from one foster family to
another and just when things couldn t get any worse an
evil entity invades his body introducing itself as the shadow
twenty one years later this mysterious demonic spirit
continues to inhabit joseph s body and manipulates his
mind luring him toward something dark and sinister
something that is beyond his control carrie randall a
substance abuse counselor who is unsuccessful at dating
comes face to face with death when two men approach her
in a dark alley amid her assault something resembling a
werewolf comes to her rescue in the nick of time as she
tries to process everything unsure if what she witnessed
was real or fantasy her world suddenly collides with a
handsome stranger as though they were somehow brought
together by fate despite her past relationships carrie finds
herself spellbound falling for joseph parker a handsome yet
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mysterious journalist who works for an esteemed
newspaper in berkeley california but when carrie discovers
his terrifying secrets she begins to fear for her life now
carrie is forced to make the hardest decision of her life she
can turn her back on joseph or stay and help him fight the
demon who desires her soul based on the tv series nancy
drew the most watched new show on the cw in this prequel
novel the beloved teen sleuth investigates a sinister once
dormant curse that may be threatening her town once
more this is nancy drew for today perfect for fans of
riverdale the chilling adventures of sabrina and stranger
things a curse is just a mystery dressed up in a sharp stern
warning and everyone knows that i love a mystery nancy
drew isn t one for ghost stories so when the annual
horseshoe bay naming day celebration is threatened by
eerie warnings of an old curse nancy is sure someone
someone human is behind them and no way is she letting
this person stand in the way of her best friend daisy finally
getting her day in the spotlight as the lead in the much
anticipated naming day reenactment but as nancy begins
investigating the so called marks of the curse become
bolder and more sinister a vandalized locker and ominous
notes are one thing but soon enough lives including nancy
s own are at stake though the dreams and eerie visions
plaguing nancy are certainly just products of her own mind
right all old towns have their traditions and histories but as
nancy will soon discover they don t always tell the whole
story after witnessing a horrific crime lana is sent to a
boarding school in vermont removed from everyone she
knows where mysterious notes start showing up in her
belongings referencing the crime fantasy mystery action
humor parents teachers and librarians will no longer have
to push kids to read the berinfell prophesies will engage
intermediate readers and leave them clamoring for more
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the seven succeeding elven lords of allyra were dead lost in
the siege of berinfell as babes at least that s what everyone
thought until tremors from a distant world known as earth
revealed strange signs that elven blood lived among its
peoples with a glimmer of hope in their hearts sentinels
are sent to see if the signs are true but theirs is not a lone
errand the ruling warlord of allyra the spider king has sent
his own scouts to hunt down the seven and finish the job
they failed to complete many ages ago now 13 year olds on
the brink of the age of reckoning when their elven gifts will
be manifest discover the unthinkable truth that their
adoptive families are not their only kin with mysterious
sentinels revealing breathtaking secrets of the past and
dark strangers haunting their every move will the young elf
lords find the way back to the home of their birth worlds
and races collide as the forces of good and evil battle will
anyone escape the curse of the spider king learn more
about the berinfell prophecies at heedtheprophecies
wordpress com create your own tribe connect with fans
through the forum win pre release chapters and the
opportunity to have wayne and christopher at your very
own book party only nineteen years old nameh is already
one of the best guardians in the academy no one at the
academy not even her best friend knows about her dark
past unsatisfied with her challenges as a guardian she
finds herself searching for ancient magic forbidden to her
struggling to control the magic she now possesses time is
running short as the dark forces of the guild are gaining in
power and there are those who say that open war between
the guild and the vine is just a matter of time knowing that
something must be done to protect her world nameh and
her newfound friends set out on a journey to find the vine
to gain whatever knowledge and protection from the guild
they may offer the further they go nameh finds herself not
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only in near constant battle but also questioning her heart
perhaps she will find more than friendship but does she
dare to confess that even to herself approx 21000 words
the third exciting novel in the popular belador paranormal
series featuring a league of international warriors with
extraordinary abilities who rise up to save mankind from
supernatural terrorists evalle kincaid will fight to the death
for her supernatural friends but when sherrilyn kenyon and
dianna love s tough as nails heroine reveals her darkest
secret who among those she had trusted will be left
standing with the freedom of an entire race hanging in the
balance evalle has two days to make good on a promise
that she suddenly has no hope of fulfilling when demonic
svart trolls invade atlanta she takes a leap of faith seeking
help from the one man who recently put evalle in his
crosshairs black ops specialist isak nyght while trying to
stop the bloody troll led gang wars evalle unwittingly
exposes a secret that endangers all she holds dear and
complicates her already tumultuous love life with the
mysterious skinwalker storm but when evalle discovers she
s the number one target in the medb coven s ruthless plan
to destroy all beladors the deadly alterant is forced to
make a game changing decision with no time left on the
clock before there was a modern day town called dark
moon vale there was an ancient kingdom nestled in the
transylvanian alps before there was a primordial species
called the vampyr there was a celestial race begotten of
gods and men before light battled shadow the sacrifice
became mandatory or the first blood moon adorned the
celestial sky there was the curse a punishment an
abomination the ultimate act of vengeance and it was
placed upon a people so corrupted by their thirst for blood
and dominion that they awakened the souls of the slain and
became the souls of the damned young beautiful and in the
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prime of her life jessenia groza is not ready to die yet she
has been condemned by prince jaegar s men slated as a
sacrifice to the gods timaos silivasi would gladly risk
everything his power his privilege his celestial heart to
save his one true love but fate has a plan of its own for this
couple for this civilization for this lost race of warriors who
will never be the same every legend has a beginning blood
genesis prequel to the blood curse series welcome to a
world of cursed immortals broken rules and eternal love
elder bonds a well rounded introduction to the immortal
curse world and the brilliance of those who live there
lucian blood bonds how far will caro and sethios go to
protect their destiny and the fate of their unborn child
angel bonds an immortal war is on the horizon death will
reign the endgame begins now drop the knife and place
your palms against the window she released the weapon
against her will that s not necessary she growled as her
hands touched the glass as you lost that s not your decision
to make he bent to retrieve the dagger she had no idea
what he did with the other but guessed he pocketed it what
now she groused awaiting his next wave of compulsion
quid pro quo angel he traced the sharp edge down her
spine hard enough for her to feel without drawing blood i
bled for you so you will bleed for me her eyes widened
excuse me shh he used his opposite hand to gather her hair
over one shoulder and kissed the back of her neck i m still
deciding where i wish to exact payment darling don t spoil
my fun nina saw three deep scars that ran down from the
top of the brownie s hairline through her eye to her jaw
bone it was hard not to look and wonder what had mauled
her nina thought it must have been a large wicked beast
when she smiled it made the good eye bug out and look
larger and the injured eye looked like it was split in half
the brownie gave an evil smile after she watched nina
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scurry out of the tent the old brownie transformed growing
into a white haired male satu with three long gashes
running down his face after accepting a mysterious gift
from a stranger newly transformed satu nina learns that
she was tricked and cursed crion plans to overtake the
royal family destroy their homeland and steal all the magic
from the creatures in fydyebar nina is his only means to get
close enough to the royal family to carry out his plans but
she unknowingly is the only one who can stop him with her
new powers nina must find strength within herself to
overcome the curse and prevent crion from causing
complete chaos and destruction along with a select team of
royal enforcers nina sets off to foil crion s evil plan but
along the way she uncovers shocking secrets about her
family and fyedybar s past will nina be able to save the
world of fyedyebar and overcome the curse of crion forced
to move to california with her father the same man who
abandoned her ten years ago chloe is once again starting
over only this time she has a perky new stepmom and an
annoying baby brother to make matters worse the sea of
snobby rich kids at her new prep school pretend she s
invisible as if all that wasn t bad enough she has this
gnawing sensation that she s forgetting something
important and then trent halstead crashes back into her
life bringing with him everything she s forgotten and the
devastating news that there s a coven of witches after her
and no one knows why until chloe discovers the answer in
a box of old family photos now she s keeping a secret that
could save trent s life there s just one problem his salvation
will come at a cost her destruction and that s a price she s
not sure she s willing to pay eternal choice is the exciting
sequel to eternal curse a violent attack during their
honeymoon left chloe fighting for life and trent missing
now chloe returns home alone and devastated and clinging
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to the hope that trent is alive and will come back to her but
as days stretch into weeks her optimism wears thin and
with mounting pressure for her to break the centuries old
curse haunting her very existence time is running out trent
finally returns but he s a changed man having endured
unspeakable torture at the hands of his captors he s more
determined than ever to ensure chloe and the rest of his
family stay safe even if that means living on the run for
eternity but the timer has zeroed out on chloe s human life
and she must break the curse if she ll have any hope of
saving her loved ones as her enemies advance chloe has no
choice but to face them and not everyone will walk away
alive the cursed series is better enjoyed when read in order
eternal curseeternal choiceeternal bondeternal loveeternal
promiseeternal lif a cursed vampire a coven hellbent on
revenge and a human girl caught in the middle after
pulling the plug on her mother s life support seventeen
year old chloe madison is forced to live with relatives she
hardly knows in a town that s barely more than a pinpoint
on the map she s determined to get the heck out of there
as soon as possible until she meets the enigmatic new guy
at school trent halstead something intriguing hides
beneath his quiet self assurance and hero hair but he s
keeping a secret and now chloe can t leave until she knows
what he s hiding when a rash of unsolved murders leaves
two of chloe s classmates dead she begins to see disturbing
hallucinations that concern trent not only does he appear
to be a murderous vampire but a coven of vengeful witches
have burdened his family with an eternal curse no halstead
will ever know love desperate to find a way to break the
curse trent knows his salvation will come at a cost chloe s
destruction and that s a price neither of them are willing to
pay but when one of trent s old enemy s attacks chloe she
must decide if her love for trent is strong enough to
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withstand the danger only one thing is certain if they can t
find a way to be together they will be destined to be alone
forever buy now to get sucked into the series readers are
calling the new twilight for the next generation the cursed
series is a binge worthy young adult paranormal romance
series perfect for fans of the crave series by tracy wolff the
twilight saga by stephenie meyer and the vampire diaries
by lj smith the cursed series is better enjoyed when read in
order eternal curse eternal choice eternal bond eternal
love eternal promise eternal life everlasting hope back in
oregon kelsey tries to pick up the pieces of her life and
push aside her feelings for ren but danger lurks around the
corner forcing her to return to india where she embarks on
a second quest this time with rens dark bad boy brother
kishan who has also fallen prey to the tigers curse fraught
with danger spellbinding dreams and choices of the heart
tigers quest brings the trio one step closer to breaking the
spell that binds them the third book in the gripping tigers
curse series with the head to head battle against the
villainous lokesh behind her kelsey confronts a new
heartbreak in the wake of his traumatic experience her
beloved ren no longer remembers who she is as the trio
continues their quest by challenging five cunning and
duplicitous dragons ren and kishan once more vie for her
affections leaving kelsey more confused than ever fraught
with danger filled with magic and packed with romance
tigers voyage brings kelsey and her two tiger princes one
step closer to breaking the curse this fast paced novel
includes a sneak peek at tigers destiny book 4 and a
smartphone tag code on the back cover that links to the
series website chloe is in a fight for her life literally held
prisoner by the rose coven they are desperate for her to
break the curse and restore the magical balance but chloe
adamantly refuses until a nearly starved jax halstead is
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tossed in the room with her now hanging on to her
humanity might be next to impossible when one act of
mercy creates an unbreakable bond that threatens to
destroy everything she s ever wanted getting away alive
and still human is more important than ever once freed her
love and devotion to trent is at war with the bond she
shares with jax a bond that s only growing more intense by
the day and now she must decide which is stronger all
while navigating her senior year of high school college
applications and waiting for the rose coven to return if that
isn t bad enough isach zoya is back he knows the truth and
he s watching her every move what else could possibly go
wrong the cursed series is better enjoyed when read in
order eternal curseeternal choiceeternal bond magic and
mayhem collide in this monstrously funny middle grade
sequel to chris rylander s the legend of greg greg belmont
longs for the days when he thought he was an ordinary
thirteen year old before he learned he s really a fantastical
dwarf in a world where the return of magic has reignited
an ancient feud between the dwarves and the elves but
now that magic is spreading rapidly calling forth mythical
monsters that are wreaking total havoc on earth he knows
things will never go back to normal to make matters worse
rumors are growing that the elves are planning a sinister
attack and their new leader might be none other than greg
s former best friend edwin before they can say galdervatn
greg and his dwarven friends find themselves up against
perilous dangers that their training has barely prepared
them for can greg and his bloodthirsty talking ax keep
them out of harm s way long enough to prevent all out war
or will epic failure find him yet again in this hilarious
action packed sequel to the legend of greg the night claire
tanith s small village is attacked her mother sends her
alone into the cursed forest the one she d been forbidden
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to enter all her life with these mysterious words they will
protect you on the run from her attackers she soon finds
the forest is not as abandoned as she d once thought
beautiful and elegant the elves seem to be everything the
legends said they would be but legends sometimes forget
the true history of things and claire s eyes are soon opened
to a world she never knew one that has been kept from her
for most of her life all claire wants to do is return home
and start looking for her mother the only family she ever
had but the elves have different plans the mysterious mark
that appeared on her arm isn t a curse at least not to them
anyway and before she knows it she is whisked away on a
mission she never agreed to unless they help her in return
now she is stuck on an adventure with the perverted elf
aeron and one with an attitude farron but there is more to
this adventure than she d ever hoped for a tiger left behind
a goddess in need of an ally stranded in a time and place
he never wished for kishan rajaram struggles to forget the
girl he loves and the brother who stole her away as he
fulfills his divine role that of assisting the beautiful yet
extremely irritable goddess durga when the wily shaman
phet appears and tells kishan that kelsey needs him he
jumps at the chance to see her again but in saving kelsey
he discovers that the curse he thought was over is only just
beginning with the power of the goddess hanging in the
balance kishan must sacrifice the unthinkable to fight the
dark forces swirling around the woman he s charged to
defend praise for the tigers curse series a sweet romance
and heart pounding adventure tiger s curse is magical
becca fitzpatrick new york times best selling author epic
grand adventure rolled into a sweeping love story sophie
jordan part indiana jones and part fairy tale booklist a
haunted house in key west hannah o brien who grew up in
the house and now runs it as a b and b has always had a
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special ability to see a pair of resident ghosts but when a
man is murdered in the alley behind her place she s
dismayed when his spirit appears too asking for help fbi
agent dallas samson has a passionate interest in the
murder since the victim s a colleague whose death is
connected to the smuggling ring known as los lobos the
wolves now dallas is even more committed to chasing them
down unaware that dallas has certain abilities of his own
hannah calls her cousin kelsey o brien a member of the fbi
s krewe of hunters an elite unit of paranormal investigators
the present day case is linked to a historical mystery
involving salvagers a curse and a sunken ship danger and
desire bring hannah and dallas together but to survive they
have to solve the mysteries of the past and stay alive long
enough to solve the crimes of the present a boy named
david daren dravid gets involved with something that is
very dangerous david is chosen to be the boy who saves the
world from an ancient doom which is a curse curse of the
red leprechaun david only has a few days left to stop it
before a monster called the scaven rises and destroys the
world can david make it before humanity ends tom s enemy
the judge has sent him to the warrior s road if tom fails to
reach the end he will no longer be master of the beasts
standing in his way is cunning slivka will an old friend
come to tom s aid blood prophecy stolen souls merlin s
descendant when elli wafe ventured across the threshold of
clandestine university a british private school her
premonitions never prepared her for the truth of her
ancestry or what it meant to be the heiress to the magic of
a celtic conjurer now equipped with this knowledge and a
budding understanding of the depth of her abilities she and
her friends are in a race against demonic forces to recover
merlin s talisman a stone with immense powers from where
the lady of the lake hid it millennia ago the evil acolytes
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are gathering their powers to stop elli in her quest while a
curse hangs heavily on her shoulders will elli find the
means to solve the mystery of the curse and halt the
growing darkness or will all their souls be forfeit their time
is up war is coming lives will be shattered a violent attack
during their honeymoon left chloe fighting for life and trent
missing now chloe returns home alone and devastated and
clinging to the hope that trent is alive and will come back
to her but as days stretch into weeks her optimism wears
thin and with mounting pressure for her to break the
centuries old curse haunting her very existence time is
running out trent finally returns but he s a changed man
having endured unspeakable torture at the hands of his
captors he s more determined than ever to ensure chloe
and the rest of his family stay safe even if that means living
on the run for eternity but the timer has zeroed out on
chloe s human life and she must break the curse if she ll
have any hope of saving her loved ones as her enemies
advance chloe has no choice but to face them and not
everyone will walk away alive the cursed series is a binge
worthy young adult paranormal romance series perfect for
fans of the crave series by tracy wolff the twilight saga by
stephenie meyer and the vampire diaries by lj smith the
cursed series is better enjoyed when read in order eternal
curse eternal choice eternal bond eternal love eternal
promise eternal life everlasting hope elliot west stands vigil
as watchman on the lookout for signs the shadow curse
may be spreading across the barrier strait to her small
northern isle but in all the centuries since the curse was
cast no one including eli has seen a thing and even she is
beginning to wonder if it award winning bestselling series
read the first three books now welcome to a world of
cursed immortals broken rules and eternal love blood laws
the lines between illusion and reality blur as a dark
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romance brews between two unlikely soulmates forbidden
bonds can two tortured souls find solace and love in one
another blood heart an immortal war is brewing and she s
the key under the curse is book 4 in the journey series as
the cursed berllessan a witch with the ability to kill
vampyres mariana bloodworth is destined to end the witch
vampyre feud that has raged for centuries though she has
been taught to hate vampyres she cannot help but be
intrigued by the handsome and mysterious vampyre who
appears in her dreams zeke feels alive for the first time
since he was turned into a vampyre and it s all because of
the intriguing woman invading his thoughts when he sets
off to track her down he discovers she s his sworn enemy a
bloodworth witch despite their differences they find
themselves drawn to each other together they work to
convince their sides of the beauty that can come from
looking past prejudice and leaving the past where it
belongs but when hidden enemies make a move will
mariana use her powers against zeke s kind or will the
vampyres get their final revenge
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Eternal Curse 2023-08-22
a cursed vampire a coven hellbent on revenge and a human
girl caught in the middle after pulling the plug on her
mother s life support seventeen year old chloe madison is
forced to live with relatives she hardly knows in a town
that s barely more than a pinpoint on the map she s
determined to get the heck out of there as soon as possible
until she meets the enigmatic new guy at school trent
halstead something intriguing hides beneath his quiet self
assurance and hero hair but he s keeping a secret and now
chloe can t leave until she knows what he s hiding when a
rash of unsolved murders leaves two of chloe s classmates
dead she begins to see disturbing hallucinations that
concern trent not only does he appear to be a murderous
vampire but a coven of vengeful witches have burdened his
family with an eternal curse no halstead will ever know
love desperate to find a way to break the curse trent knows
his salvation will come at a cost chloe s destruction and
that s a price neither of them are willing to pay but when
one of trent s old enemy s attacks chloe she must decide if
her love for trent is strong enough to withstand the danger
only one thing is certain if they can t find a way to be
together they will be destined to be alone forever

Eternal Curse 2020-09-15
after pulling the plug on her mother s life support
seventeen year old chloe madison moves to live with
relatives she hardly knows her new hometown in the
adirondack mountains is barely more than a pinpoint on
the map but it s shrouded in deadly secrets and strange
family legends chloe is determined to keep her head down
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finish high school and get the heck out of there until she
meets the enigmatic trent halstead something intriguing
hides beneath his quiet self assurance and hero hair maybe
there s something or someone worth sticking around for
after all but when a rash of unsolved murders leaves two of
chloe s classmates dead she begins to suffer from
disturbing hallucinations that build to the horrifying image
of trent as a murderous vampire with nowhere else to go
she s stuck in a town she hates surrounded by people she
can t trust and she s pretty sure she s going to be lunch if
all that isn t bad enough trent is hiding a lethal secret
besides the whole immortal bloodsucker thing he s the not
so proud owner of an ancient family curse no halstead will
ever know true love and he s desperate to find a way to
break the curse could chloe be the key to his happiness or
just another secret trent wished he never unlocked the
cursed series is perfect for fans of the crave series by tracy
wolff the twilight saga by stephenie meyer and the vampire
diaries by lj smith

The Cursed Series, Parts 3 & 4
2020
the most dangerous lies are the ones we tell ourselves
exiled at a boarding school in vermont lana is tormented by
cryptic messages and pictures from her mother s past
seventeen years ago something unspeakable happened a
pact of silence was forged now the lies are unraveling the
closer lana gets to the truth the harder it is to accept and
someone s willing to kill to keep that secret buried to
protect her friends lana s forced to trust the one person
who s been lying since the beginning when the secret is
finally revealed it can t be unknown they re forced to face
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the horrifying truth the monster behind it all every curse
has an origin this is theirs the conclusion of the cursed
series is a powerful and complicated story that bravely
gives voice to the choices that are taken away and the fight
to get them back who s to blame when everyone is at fault

Titanite's Royal Secret 2022-06-14
heartache revenge love ingredients for the perfect curse
will king titanite pass the first test of his family s torment
on the night king titanite s twins are born he must make a
choice send one daughter away from the palace or risk
losing everything including his twins empathize with
peridot a shy kind hearted princess longing for her father s
love become empowered by ruby a fiery self driven
princess determined to always be victorious a three
thousand year old curse binds those twin princesses to
their family s past and future a curse driven by pain
revenge and love titanite believes his queen knows nothing
of the curse that split the land of carnelian in two and also
burdened his family however with the help of a mysterious
being the queen has her own motives for their daughter
who remains in the palace enjoy the journey towards the
curse driven battle between the princesses as they learn to
harness their hidden royal powers from unexpected
companions read the beginning of this young adult fantasy
series to find out which sapphire princess will become the
next heir to the throne and help trigger the carnelian curse

Curse of Silver and Blood
2022-01-04
rachel morgan must keep her friends close and her
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enemies closer in the next hollows novel from 1 new york
times bestselling author kim harrison rachel morgan witch
born demon has one unspoken rule take chances but pay
for them yourself with it she has turned enemies into allies
found her place with her demon kin and stepped up as the
subrosa of cincinnati responsible for keeping the
paranormal community at peace and in line life is good
even better her best friend ivy tamwood is returning home
nothing s simple though and ivy s not coming alone the
vampires ruling council insists she escort one of the long
undead hell bent on proving that rachel killed cincy s
master vampire to take over the city which of course rachel
totally did not do she only transformed her a little with
rachel s friends distracted by their own lives and problems
she reaches out to a new ally for help the demon hodin but
this trickster has his own agenda in the end the only way
for rachel to save herself and the city may be to forge a
new understanding with her estranged demon teacher al
there s just one problem al would sell his own soul to be rid
of her

Trouble with the Cursed
2022-06-14
every curse has an origin this is theirs during a holiday
weekend on nantucket damon thorne died the details
surrounding his death have been kept a secret until now
the truth of what happened that weekend will be
uncovered by his children on that same fateful weekend
seventeen years later and not everyone will live to talk
about it like father like daughter
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The Cursed Series, Parts 3&4
2019-09-10
set in the world of the breedline a secret species of humans
born with the power to shape shift into wolves the curse
tells the story of a young boy joseph who grieving over his
mother s death at the hands of his abusive father finds his
world turned upside down while his father awaits
sentencing joseph is placed into the system going from one
foster family to another and just when things couldn t get
any worse an evil entity invades his body introducing itself
as the shadow twenty one years later this mysterious
demonic spirit continues to inhabit joseph s body and
manipulates his mind luring him toward something dark
and sinister something that is beyond his control carrie
randall a substance abuse counselor who is unsuccessful at
dating comes face to face with death when two men
approach her in a dark alley amid her assault something
resembling a werewolf comes to her rescue in the nick of
time as she tries to process everything unsure if what she
witnessed was real or fantasy her world suddenly collides
with a handsome stranger as though they were somehow
brought together by fate despite her past relationships
carrie finds herself spellbound falling for joseph parker a
handsome yet mysterious journalist who works for an
esteemed newspaper in berkeley california but when carrie
discovers his terrifying secrets she begins to fear for her
life now carrie is forced to make the hardest decision of
her life she can turn her back on joseph or stay and help
him fight the demon who desires her soul
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The Blood Curse Series: First Ten
Books: A Tessa Dawn Box Set
2018-08-12
based on the tv series nancy drew the most watched new
show on the cw in this prequel novel the beloved teen
sleuth investigates a sinister once dormant curse that may
be threatening her town once more this is nancy drew for
today perfect for fans of riverdale the chilling adventures
of sabrina and stranger things a curse is just a mystery
dressed up in a sharp stern warning and everyone knows
that i love a mystery nancy drew isn t one for ghost stories
so when the annual horseshoe bay naming day celebration
is threatened by eerie warnings of an old curse nancy is
sure someone someone human is behind them and no way
is she letting this person stand in the way of her best friend
daisy finally getting her day in the spotlight as the lead in
the much anticipated naming day reenactment but as
nancy begins investigating the so called marks of the curse
become bolder and more sinister a vandalized locker and
ominous notes are one thing but soon enough lives
including nancy s own are at stake though the dreams and
eerie visions plaguing nancy are certainly just products of
her own mind right all old towns have their traditions and
histories but as nancy will soon discover they don t always
tell the whole story

The Curse 2022-06-29
after witnessing a horrific crime lana is sent to a boarding
school in vermont removed from everyone she knows
where mysterious notes start showing up in her belongings
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referencing the crime

Nancy Drew 2020-03-31
fantasy mystery action humor parents teachers and
librarians will no longer have to push kids to read the
berinfell prophesies will engage intermediate readers and
leave them clamoring for more the seven succeeding elven
lords of allyra were dead lost in the siege of berinfell as
babes at least that s what everyone thought until tremors
from a distant world known as earth revealed strange signs
that elven blood lived among its peoples with a glimmer of
hope in their hearts sentinels are sent to see if the signs
are true but theirs is not a lone errand the ruling warlord
of allyra the spider king has sent his own scouts to hunt
down the seven and finish the job they failed to complete
many ages ago now 13 year olds on the brink of the age of
reckoning when their elven gifts will be manifest discover
the unthinkable truth that their adoptive families are not
their only kin with mysterious sentinels revealing
breathtaking secrets of the past and dark strangers
haunting their every move will the young elf lords find the
way back to the home of their birth worlds and races
collide as the forces of good and evil battle will anyone
escape the curse of the spider king learn more about the
berinfell prophecies at heedtheprophecies wordpress com
create your own tribe connect with fans through the forum
win pre release chapters and the opportunity to have
wayne and christopher at your very own book party

The Blood Curse Series: Five Dark
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Fantasies: Volume I 2018-08-12
only nineteen years old nameh is already one of the best
guardians in the academy no one at the academy not even
her best friend knows about her dark past unsatisfied with
her challenges as a guardian she finds herself searching
for ancient magic forbidden to her struggling to control the
magic she now possesses time is running short as the dark
forces of the guild are gaining in power and there are those
who say that open war between the guild and the vine is
just a matter of time knowing that something must be done
to protect her world nameh and her newfound friends set
out on a journey to find the vine to gain whatever
knowledge and protection from the guild they may offer
the further they go nameh finds herself not only in near
constant battle but also questioning her heart perhaps she
will find more than friendship but does she dare to confess
that even to herself approx 21000 words

The Cursed Series, Parts 1 & 2: If
I'd Known/Knowing You 2018-11-19
the third exciting novel in the popular belador paranormal
series featuring a league of international warriors with
extraordinary abilities who rise up to save mankind from
supernatural terrorists evalle kincaid will fight to the death
for her supernatural friends but when sherrilyn kenyon and
dianna love s tough as nails heroine reveals her darkest
secret who among those she had trusted will be left
standing with the freedom of an entire race hanging in the
balance evalle has two days to make good on a promise
that she suddenly has no hope of fulfilling when demonic
svart trolls invade atlanta she takes a leap of faith seeking
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help from the one man who recently put evalle in his
crosshairs black ops specialist isak nyght while trying to
stop the bloody troll led gang wars evalle unwittingly
exposes a secret that endangers all she holds dear and
complicates her already tumultuous love life with the
mysterious skinwalker storm but when evalle discovers she
s the number one target in the medb coven s ruthless plan
to destroy all beladors the deadly alterant is forced to
make a game changing decision with no time left on the
clock

Curse of the Spider King
2009-11-01
before there was a modern day town called dark moon vale
there was an ancient kingdom nestled in the transylvanian
alps before there was a primordial species called the
vampyr there was a celestial race begotten of gods and
men before light battled shadow the sacrifice became
mandatory or the first blood moon adorned the celestial
sky there was the curse a punishment an abomination the
ultimate act of vengeance and it was placed upon a people
so corrupted by their thirst for blood and dominion that
they awakened the souls of the slain and became the souls
of the damned young beautiful and in the prime of her life
jessenia groza is not ready to die yet she has been
condemned by prince jaegar s men slated as a sacrifice to
the gods timaos silivasi would gladly risk everything his
power his privilege his celestial heart to save his one true
love but fate has a plan of its own for this couple for this
civilization for this lost race of warriors who will never be
the same every legend has a beginning blood genesis
prequel to the blood curse series
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The Blood Curse Series
Introductory Box Set: Books 1-3
2018-08-12
welcome to a world of cursed immortals broken rules and
eternal love elder bonds a well rounded introduction to the
immortal curse world and the brilliance of those who live
there lucian blood bonds how far will caro and sethios go
to protect their destiny and the fate of their unborn child
angel bonds an immortal war is on the horizon death will
reign the endgame begins now drop the knife and place
your palms against the window she released the weapon
against her will that s not necessary she growled as her
hands touched the glass as you lost that s not your decision
to make he bent to retrieve the dagger she had no idea
what he did with the other but guessed he pocketed it what
now she groused awaiting his next wave of compulsion
quid pro quo angel he traced the sharp edge down her
spine hard enough for her to feel without drawing blood i
bled for you so you will bleed for me her eyes widened
excuse me shh he used his opposite hand to gather her hair
over one shoulder and kissed the back of her neck i m still
deciding where i wish to exact payment darling don t spoil
my fun

The Living Curse 2013-01-09
nina saw three deep scars that ran down from the top of
the brownie s hairline through her eye to her jaw bone it
was hard not to look and wonder what had mauled her nina
thought it must have been a large wicked beast when she
smiled it made the good eye bug out and look larger and
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the injured eye looked like it was split in half the brownie
gave an evil smile after she watched nina scurry out of the
tent the old brownie transformed growing into a white
haired male satu with three long gashes running down his
face after accepting a mysterious gift from a stranger
newly transformed satu nina learns that she was tricked
and cursed crion plans to overtake the royal family destroy
their homeland and steal all the magic from the creatures
in fydyebar nina is his only means to get close enough to
the royal family to carry out his plans but she unknowingly
is the only one who can stop him with her new powers nina
must find strength within herself to overcome the curse
and prevent crion from causing complete chaos and
destruction along with a select team of royal enforcers nina
sets off to foil crion s evil plan but along the way she
uncovers shocking secrets about her family and fyedybar s
past will nina be able to save the world of fyedyebar and
overcome the curse of crion

The Curse 2012-09-18
forced to move to california with her father the same man
who abandoned her ten years ago chloe is once again
starting over only this time she has a perky new stepmom
and an annoying baby brother to make matters worse the
sea of snobby rich kids at her new prep school pretend she
s invisible as if all that wasn t bad enough she has this
gnawing sensation that she s forgetting something
important and then trent halstead crashes back into her
life bringing with him everything she s forgotten and the
devastating news that there s a coven of witches after her
and no one knows why until chloe discovers the answer in
a box of old family photos now she s keeping a secret that
could save trent s life there s just one problem his salvation
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will come at a cost her destruction and that s a price she s
not sure she s willing to pay eternal choice is the exciting
sequel to eternal curse

Blood Genesis 2014-11-13
a violent attack during their honeymoon left chloe fighting
for life and trent missing now chloe returns home alone
and devastated and clinging to the hope that trent is alive
and will come back to her but as days stretch into weeks
her optimism wears thin and with mounting pressure for
her to break the centuries old curse haunting her very
existence time is running out trent finally returns but he s
a changed man having endured unspeakable torture at the
hands of his captors he s more determined than ever to
ensure chloe and the rest of his family stay safe even if that
means living on the run for eternity but the timer has
zeroed out on chloe s human life and she must break the
curse if she ll have any hope of saving her loved ones as
her enemies advance chloe has no choice but to face them
and not everyone will walk away alive the cursed series is
better enjoyed when read in order eternal curseeternal
choiceeternal bondeternal loveeternal promiseeternal lif

Immortal Curse Series 2019-08-10
a cursed vampire a coven hellbent on revenge and a human
girl caught in the middle after pulling the plug on her
mother s life support seventeen year old chloe madison is
forced to live with relatives she hardly knows in a town
that s barely more than a pinpoint on the map she s
determined to get the heck out of there as soon as possible
until she meets the enigmatic new guy at school trent
halstead something intriguing hides beneath his quiet self
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assurance and hero hair but he s keeping a secret and now
chloe can t leave until she knows what he s hiding when a
rash of unsolved murders leaves two of chloe s classmates
dead she begins to see disturbing hallucinations that
concern trent not only does he appear to be a murderous
vampire but a coven of vengeful witches have burdened his
family with an eternal curse no halstead will ever know
love desperate to find a way to break the curse trent knows
his salvation will come at a cost chloe s destruction and
that s a price neither of them are willing to pay but when
one of trent s old enemy s attacks chloe she must decide if
her love for trent is strong enough to withstand the danger
only one thing is certain if they can t find a way to be
together they will be destined to be alone forever buy now
to get sucked into the series readers are calling the new
twilight for the next generation the cursed series is a binge
worthy young adult paranormal romance series perfect for
fans of the crave series by tracy wolff the twilight saga by
stephenie meyer and the vampire diaries by lj smith the
cursed series is better enjoyed when read in order eternal
curse eternal choice eternal bond eternal love eternal
promise eternal life everlasting hope

The Curse of Crion 2013-09
back in oregon kelsey tries to pick up the pieces of her life
and push aside her feelings for ren but danger lurks
around the corner forcing her to return to india where she
embarks on a second quest this time with rens dark bad
boy brother kishan who has also fallen prey to the tigers
curse fraught with danger spellbinding dreams and choices
of the heart tigers quest brings the trio one step closer to
breaking the spell that binds them
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The Blood Curse Series: Five Dark
Fantasies: Volume II 2018-08-12
the third book in the gripping tigers curse series with the
head to head battle against the villainous lokesh behind
her kelsey confronts a new heartbreak in the wake of his
traumatic experience her beloved ren no longer
remembers who she is as the trio continues their quest by
challenging five cunning and duplicitous dragons ren and
kishan once more vie for her affections leaving kelsey more
confused than ever fraught with danger filled with magic
and packed with romance tigers voyage brings kelsey and
her two tiger princes one step closer to breaking the curse
this fast paced novel includes a sneak peek at tigers
destiny book 4 and a smartphone tag code on the back
cover that links to the series website

Eternal Choice 2020-10-05
chloe is in a fight for her life literally held prisoner by the
rose coven they are desperate for her to break the curse
and restore the magical balance but chloe adamantly
refuses until a nearly starved jax halstead is tossed in the
room with her now hanging on to her humanity might be
next to impossible when one act of mercy creates an
unbreakable bond that threatens to destroy everything she
s ever wanted getting away alive and still human is more
important than ever once freed her love and devotion to
trent is at war with the bond she shares with jax a bond
that s only growing more intense by the day and now she
must decide which is stronger all while navigating her
senior year of high school college applications and waiting
for the rose coven to return if that isn t bad enough isach
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zoya is back he knows the truth and he s watching her
every move what else could possibly go wrong the cursed
series is better enjoyed when read in order eternal
curseeternal choiceeternal bond

Eternal Life 2021-02-03
magic and mayhem collide in this monstrously funny
middle grade sequel to chris rylander s the legend of greg
greg belmont longs for the days when he thought he was
an ordinary thirteen year old before he learned he s really
a fantastical dwarf in a world where the return of magic
has reignited an ancient feud between the dwarves and the
elves but now that magic is spreading rapidly calling forth
mythical monsters that are wreaking total havoc on earth
he knows things will never go back to normal to make
matters worse rumors are growing that the elves are
planning a sinister attack and their new leader might be
none other than greg s former best friend edwin before
they can say galdervatn greg and his dwarven friends find
themselves up against perilous dangers that their training
has barely prepared them for can greg and his bloodthirsty
talking ax keep them out of harm s way long enough to
prevent all out war or will epic failure find him yet again in
this hilarious action packed sequel to the legend of greg

Eternal Curse 2020-09-15
the night claire tanith s small village is attacked her
mother sends her alone into the cursed forest the one she d
been forbidden to enter all her life with these mysterious
words they will protect you on the run from her attackers
she soon finds the forest is not as abandoned as she d once
thought beautiful and elegant the elves seem to be
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everything the legends said they would be but legends
sometimes forget the true history of things and claire s
eyes are soon opened to a world she never knew one that
has been kept from her for most of her life all claire wants
to do is return home and start looking for her mother the
only family she ever had but the elves have different plans
the mysterious mark that appeared on her arm isn t a curse
at least not to them anyway and before she knows it she is
whisked away on a mission she never agreed to unless they
help her in return now she is stuck on an adventure with
the perverted elf aeron and one with an attitude farron but
there is more to this adventure than she d ever hoped for

Tiger's Quest (Book 2 in the Tiger's
Curse Series) 2011-06-07
a tiger left behind a goddess in need of an ally stranded in
a time and place he never wished for kishan rajaram
struggles to forget the girl he loves and the brother who
stole her away as he fulfills his divine role that of assisting
the beautiful yet extremely irritable goddess durga when
the wily shaman phet appears and tells kishan that kelsey
needs him he jumps at the chance to see her again but in
saving kelsey he discovers that the curse he thought was
over is only just beginning with the power of the goddess
hanging in the balance kishan must sacrifice the
unthinkable to fight the dark forces swirling around the
woman he s charged to defend praise for the tigers curse
series a sweet romance and heart pounding adventure
tiger s curse is magical becca fitzpatrick new york times
best selling author epic grand adventure rolled into a
sweeping love story sophie jordan part indiana jones and
part fairy tale booklist
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Winter's Wolf 2020-08-15
a haunted house in key west hannah o brien who grew up
in the house and now runs it as a b and b has always had a
special ability to see a pair of resident ghosts but when a
man is murdered in the alley behind her place she s
dismayed when his spirit appears too asking for help fbi
agent dallas samson has a passionate interest in the
murder since the victim s a colleague whose death is
connected to the smuggling ring known as los lobos the
wolves now dallas is even more committed to chasing them
down unaware that dallas has certain abilities of his own
hannah calls her cousin kelsey o brien a member of the fbi
s krewe of hunters an elite unit of paranormal investigators
the present day case is linked to a historical mystery
involving salvagers a curse and a sunken ship danger and
desire bring hannah and dallas together but to survive they
have to solve the mysteries of the past and stay alive long
enough to solve the crimes of the present

If I'd Known 2018-06-27
a boy named david daren dravid gets involved with
something that is very dangerous david is chosen to be the
boy who saves the world from an ancient doom which is a
curse curse of the red leprechaun david only has a few
days left to stop it before a monster called the scaven rises
and destroys the world can david make it before humanity
ends

Tiger's Voyage (Book 3 in the
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Tigers Curse Series) 2011-11-01
tom s enemy the judge has sent him to the warrior s road if
tom fails to reach the end he will no longer be master of
the beasts standing in his way is cunning slivka will an old
friend come to tom s aid

Eternal Bond 2020-11
blood prophecy stolen souls merlin s descendant when elli
wafe ventured across the threshold of clandestine
university a british private school her premonitions never
prepared her for the truth of her ancestry or what it meant
to be the heiress to the magic of a celtic conjurer now
equipped with this knowledge and a budding
understanding of the depth of her abilities she and her
friends are in a race against demonic forces to recover
merlin s talisman a stone with immense powers from where
the lady of the lake hid it millennia ago the evil acolytes
are gathering their powers to stop elli in her quest while a
curse hangs heavily on her shoulders will elli find the
means to solve the mystery of the curse and halt the
growing darkness or will all their souls be forfeit

The Curse of Greg 2019-06-18
their time is up war is coming lives will be shattered a
violent attack during their honeymoon left chloe fighting
for life and trent missing now chloe returns home alone
and devastated and clinging to the hope that trent is alive
and will come back to her but as days stretch into weeks
her optimism wears thin and with mounting pressure for
her to break the centuries old curse haunting her very
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existence time is running out trent finally returns but he s
a changed man having endured unspeakable torture at the
hands of his captors he s more determined than ever to
ensure chloe and the rest of his family stay safe even if that
means living on the run for eternity but the timer has
zeroed out on chloe s human life and she must break the
curse if she ll have any hope of saving her loved ones as
her enemies advance chloe has no choice but to face them
and not everyone will walk away alive the cursed series is a
binge worthy young adult paranormal romance series
perfect for fans of the crave series by tracy wolff the
twilight saga by stephenie meyer and the vampire diaries
by lj smith the cursed series is better enjoyed when read in
order eternal curse eternal choice eternal bond eternal
love eternal promise eternal life everlasting hope

Cursed (Cursed Magic Series, Book
One) 2012-07-22
elliot west stands vigil as watchman on the lookout for
signs the shadow curse may be spreading across the
barrier strait to her small northern isle but in all the
centuries since the curse was cast no one including eli has
seen a thing and even she is beginning to wonder if it

Tiger's Dream 2018-11-22
award winning bestselling series read the first three books
now welcome to a world of cursed immortals broken rules
and eternal love blood laws the lines between illusion and
reality blur as a dark romance brews between two unlikely
soulmates forbidden bonds can two tortured souls find
solace and love in one another blood heart an immortal war
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is brewing and she s the key

The Cursed 2014-05-27
under the curse is book 4 in the journey series

Curse of the Red Leprechaun
2011-12-06
as the cursed berllessan a witch with the ability to kill
vampyres mariana bloodworth is destined to end the witch
vampyre feud that has raged for centuries though she has
been taught to hate vampyres she cannot help but be
intrigued by the handsome and mysterious vampyre who
appears in her dreams zeke feels alive for the first time
since he was turned into a vampyre and it s all because of
the intriguing woman invading his thoughts when he sets
off to track her down he discovers she s his sworn enemy a
bloodworth witch despite their differences they find
themselves drawn to each other together they work to
convince their sides of the beauty that can come from
looking past prejudice and leaving the past where it
belongs but when hidden enemies make a move will
mariana use her powers against zeke s kind or will the
vampyres get their final revenge

Slivka the Cold-Hearted Curse
2013-07-04
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The Cursed 2019-11-18

Eternal Life 2021-02-09

The Shadow Kingdom 2018-10-26

Immortal Curse Boxset 2018-07-17

Under the Curse 2020-11

Curse of the Witch 2019-10-02
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